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Included Items 

1.CT2 Open Reflex Sight 

2.Hex Key  

3.Microfiber Cloth 

4.Lens Cover 

5.Low Profile Mount 

6.CR1632 Battery 

 

Battery Installation 

Remove the battery cap by rotating the cap 

in the counter-clockwise (CCW) direction. 

Insert the CR1632 coin cell battery 

negative (-) facing inward and directly in 

contact with the circuit. The positive (+) 

contact should be facing outward. 

Reattach the battery cap by rotating the 
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cap in the clockwise (CW) direction until 

tight. 

Note: Failure to properly tighten the 

battery cap could lead to intermittent LED 

illumination or allow moisture into the 

battery compartment. 

 

Power On & Off / Brightness Control  

❶Press the (+) button  to turn the sight 

on. To turn the sight off press and hold 

either the (-) button longer than 1 second 

and the LED dot should turn off. 

❷Increase the brightness by pressing and 

(+) button. Decrease the brightness by 

pressing the (-) button. 
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❸The sight features MOTAC(Shake 

Awake) and will automatically enter 

standby mode after 5 minutes of non-use. 

As soon as the sight senses motion it will 

automatically become active again. 

(Note: Shake Awake will not work while 

the optic is off) 

❹The sight has 10 illumination settings; 8 

daytime and 2 night vision. 

 

Zeroing 

The optic is delivered in a centered 

position. Normally, this means that only 

small adjustments are necessary, providing 

that the base is properly aligned.  
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a. To move the point of impact to the right, 

turn the windage adjustment screw 

counter clockwise.  

b. To move the point of impact to the left, 

turn the windage adjustment screw 

clockwise.  

c. To move the point of impact up, turn the 

elevation adjustment screw counter 

clockwise. 

d. To move the point of impact down, turn 

the elevation adjustment screw clockwise.  

 

The maximum total adjustment range for 

both windage and elevation is 50 MOA. If 

you suddenly encounter resistance, do 

NOT try to force the screw further, this can 
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break the mechanism and render the sight 

unable to zero. Confirm zero by firing at 

least three shots at a zeroing target. After 

initial firing, check that the optic and 

mount are secure on your firearm. Check 

your impact points on the target to 

confirm accuracy and repeat until you are 

satisfied that the point of aim and the 

point of impact coincide at your desired 

range 

Mounting 

❶The CT2 red dot comes with a low rail 

mount that clamps to both a Weaver or 

Picatinny rail. 

❷Fit the slide/footprint of plate made for 

Trijicon RMR Or Optic ready slide with RMR 
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Cut. You need a Trijicon RMR mount plate 

to install it on your slide. 

 Note: Make sure the screws are tight 

whenever mounting or adjusting! 

Troubleshooting 

If you have: 

Intermittent LED Dot Illumination during 

live fire: 

● Re-tighten the battery cap 

If you see a blurred or enlarged dot, use a 

phone camera with a clean lens to check. If 

it looks clear and crisp thru your phone you 

may have astigmatism. 
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Warranty 

Within Two Year of Purchase: Contact 

Cyelee for repair or replacement. 

This warranty does not cover normal wear 

and tear, modifications, misuse, accidents. 

 

 

Cyelee Optics  

www.cyeleeoptics.com 


